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Books & Reading

W
hat do your kids do 
on a rainy day? do 
they curl up with 
a good book? or 
do they switch on 

their computers, cell phones, video 
games and mP3 players as fast as 
their young fingers can carry them? 
according to a 2010 study by the 
Kaiser family foundation, children 
and teens between the ages of eight 
and 18 were spending an average of 
seven hours and 38 minutes EvERY 
daY playing video games, going 
online and watching Tv – often at 
the same time as completing their 
homework! if that sounds like your 
kid, do you need to be concerned? 
after all, our modern world is based 
on technology, and books are …well, 
so old-fashioned.

my belief – and i am in the company 
of a growing army of psychologists 
and educational professionals – is 
a resounding YEs, you should be 
concerned. Kids still need to be read-
ing books – and lots of them – and 
today i’d like to tell you why. Then i’d 
like, over the next year, to offer you 
12 sure-fire tips to turn your little 
techno-kid into an avid bookworm. 

first, a confession. i’m neither a 
teacher, librarian nor psychologist. 
but as an author of children’s books, 
i’ve spoken with many concerned 
teachers , librar ians and parents 
over recent years. i also have two 
daughters who share the same pull 
towards technology as their peers. i 
know what parents are up against. i’m 
also passionate about this subject and 

would like to share what i’ve learned. 
There are five compelling reasons why reading books – and lots of them - is 

still essential to today’s child. 
1. Reading books is the most effective way to develop a child’s imagination. 
it is virtually impossible to read a book without using the imagination –  try 

it yourself. as we read, the text forms multiple images and associations in 
our brains. and kids who spend hours every week reading books are honing 
powerful imaginations. 

Today we face unprecedented challenges – think climate change, resource 
depletion, over-population and global terrorism. now more than ever, we 
need original minds to create radical new solutions. but original thoughts can 
only arise from fertile imaginations.

now compare reading books to watching dvds or Tv, playing computer 
games or surfing online, or even reading inter-active e-books. much, if not 
all, of the visual and aural information is already supplied. The imagination is, 
quite simply, out of a job. and what we don’t use, we lose. 

2. Reading books is an effective way to develop empathy and compassion.
Closely associated with the development of the imagination is the develop-

ment of compassion, a higher-order form of thinking that develops slowly via 
the slow drip-drip of “imaginative suffering” into the deep brain. as children 
read, they repeatedly put themselves into the fictional protagonist’s shoes, 
through all their pain, loss and unhappiness, as well as their joy and successes. 
The ability to empathize with others in fictional situations creates the ability 
to empathize with others in real life. 

Breeding Bookworms: 
Twelve Sure-Fire Strategies to Turn your 

Techno-Kid into a Bookworm! 
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